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Szymon Kobylarz takes paranoid projections of science as his source of inspiration. He is interested in quasi-scientific absurdities and the
border on which rationality and obsession fester. This theme presented itself in his thesis exhibition for which he composed the fictional
interior of an institution offering Euthanasia. The rooms, cloned to a smaller scale, fuse the lack of ambiguity of a reception area with the
eeriness of planning suicide.
Science and obsession also meet in Mr. Jan Kolano’s Cell (Cela Pan Jana Kolano, 2008). Kobylarz reconstructed the story of Jan Kolano, a
murderer and a genius, based on various media sources. Kolano spent 20 years in prison where he worked without any scientific instruments
to make discoveries that were later awarded recognition by trained and equipped scientists.
Civil Defense: Mr Kowalski, 2009, object, 150x80x90 cm

Civile Defanse
In light of the Cold War, all the Warsaw Agreement member states established “Civil Defense” courses. The subject matter of these lessons
regarded defense mechanisms pertaining to various threats and the requisite behavior in the case of catastrophe. The children learned First
Aid measures. They also obtained basic knowledge of the building and handling of weapons.
Kobylarz utilizes experiences from his school days, the “Civil Defense” course had a completely different meaning: it was a frame in which the
boys were finally allowed to play war. At that time as well as now, he is so engaged by the provisional and abstruse conception of homemade
emergency equipment. As usual, archival materials form the point of origin for the work: he retraced the antique safety instructions,
constructing their modern caricature. Today, one can find countless short films and documents about homemade weapons on the Internet.
If one were to type “how to do + weapons” into a search engine, he or she would run into fabrications that can be quite dangerous, although
in most cases the findings would be the extravagant fantasies of private tinkerers.

Kobylarz is interested in these constructions as an example of uncontrolled knowledge. As a dabbler endowed with the very Polish talent of
being able to make anything out of nothing, he is also fascinated in the handiwork behind these objects. He has collected the examples that
he found on the Internet and built an entire series of homemade versions for urban survival: a canellonni-bomb, a gasmask made of Coca
Cola bottles, a smoke grenade constructed from a ping pong ball, a potato flint and a periscope fashioned out of an empty milk carton.
With “Civil Defense” Kobylarz asks the questions, what happens to science if it takes a wrong turn? How far can science let itself be compromised
and perverted? While working on this project, the artist transformed himself into a kook inventor and in that process he turned towards an
antiquated artistic model: he has repositioned art between science and Utopia.
Civil Defense: glass cases and drawings, installation view, 2009

Echelon
Szymon Kobylarz refers to the controversial, powerful system of electronic data transmission control that is subjecting contemporary life to
ever-greater control and scrutiny. The artist particularly focuses on how inhabitants of cities feel observed by the networks of urban cameras
supposedly intended to ensure their safety. The consciousness of being controlled gives birth to a fear of the excessive limitation of freedom. On
the one side, we have an intrinsic desire to feel safe and protected and on the other, we start to feel a loss of control over our own lives. It is out
of this sort of Orwellian dichotomy that the artist – who is particularly interested in questions that dwell between themes of science, technology,
the military and conspiracies revolving around these fields – extended his project, inviting viewers to imagine and contemplate their own
questions and potential answers: Are the white balls a modernist sculpture, Doppler radars most likely used within the Echelon or a symbol of a
person’s enslavement by national policing systems?

Echelon, 2009, installation, prod. Zacheta National Gallery of Art
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